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Abstract–A new distributed location management sche-
me which needs neither pages in the air interface nor
broadcasts in the backbone of the LAN is described.
Our connection setup is based on a novel wireless vir-
tual connection identifier with global significance in the
LAN. A fast handoff is achieved by using path extension
and path cut scheme. Finally, the network efficiency and
the complementary packet delay distribution are analyzed
through the computer simulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless LAN is a topic of growing interest in the mo-
bile computing and communication areas [1][2]. In ad-
dition to providing user mobility, wireless LANs are ea-
sier to install and relocate. Meanwhile, as asynchronous
transfer mode (ATM) is emerging as a key technology for
the future broadband telecommunication networks and lo-
cal area networks (LANs), wireless ATM (W-ATM) LAN,
which benefits advantages of both ATM technology and
wireless LANs, have been an active research area in re-
cent years [3][4]. In this paper, we deal with an ad-hoc
wireless ATM multihop (AWAM) LAN with several no-
vel features. One of these is the decentral medium access
control (MAC) in the air interface. This is worth empha-
sizing because most of the research in W-ATM so far is
based on a central control which might be very difficult
to implement in the future broadband W-ATM systems
which will use 5 to 6 GHz unlicensed frequency spectrum
having very unpredictable propagation characteristics. In
an ad-hoc networking environment, in which radio infra-
structure must be fast deployed, it is almost impossible to
implement a central control. Without a central control, it is
much difficult to meet QoS requirements of the real-time
(rt) applications. On the other hand, however, decentral
MAC makes it easy to realize the distributed networking,
the peer-to-peer communication between WSs and the dy-
namic channel allocation.

Another feature of the AWAM-LAN we should menti-
on is the two-hop communication in the radio access inter-
face. As 5 GHz or higher frequencies have a very limited
ability to penetrate obstructers and exhibit a strong atmo-
spheric attenuation, a wireless station may not be able to
access a base station directly because of the existing sha-
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dowing effect. By providing a relay function for WSs, a
WS can reach a BS or a destination WS through a two-
hop transmission, solving the shadowing problem.

This paper addresses the connection control and mobi-
lity management in the AWAM-LAN. As we are dealing
with a new networking theory, the approach to location
management, connection control and handoffs of AWAM-
LAN is much different from the traditional way. To give
some insights about the performance of the AWAM-LAN,
simulation results are presented in Section IV.

II. ARCHITECTURE AND PROTOCOL STACK

The proposed AWAM-LAN, shown in Fig. 1, consists
of BSs and WSs. BSs are portable so that they can be fast
deployed and relocated with relative easy. BSs form the
backbone of the AWAM-LAN and can be distributed in
an arbitrary topology. Through an access point (AP), the
AWAM LAN can be integrated transparently into a wired
ATM network. We assume that there exits an optimized
communications link between BSs, which will not discus-
sed further in this paper.

Between a WS and a BS or between two WSs, on the
other hand, a typical wireless ATM physical layer is used.
Because of the fully decentral MAC in the air interface, a
WS and a BS contend for the radio bandwidth resources at
the same way. WSs can be portable or mobile. A portable
WS is not moved during communications, while a mobile
WS is able to maintain communications while in motion.
A WS with a relay function can be a relay station (RS).
It is obvious that a portable WS is more suitable to be a
RS. Two WSs can communicate with each other directly
or through a RS without the participation of any BS. This
feature is especially beneficial for distributed computing.
Unlike those in cellular networks, all BSs and WSs can
use the same frequency, so there is no need of frequency
planning. Radio resources are dynamically allocated to the
spot, where they are needed.

The protocol stack of the AWAM-LAN is shown in Fig.
2. Between ATM endpoint and wireless adapter (WA) is a
standard ATM UNI interface (user and network interface)
[5]. A protocol stack specific to the AWAM-LAN inclu-
des a network layer (NL), a data link layer consisting of
a medium access control (MAC) sublayer and a logical
link control (LLC) sublayer, and a wireless physical layer
(W-PHY). Some details about MAC, LLC and NL of the
AWAM-LAN may be found in [6][7][8].
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Fig. 1. System architecture
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III. CONNECTION CONTROL AND MOBILITY

MANAGEMENT

In this section, we discuss the location management,
connection control and handoffs in the AWAM-LAN. Lo-
cation management within an AWAM-LAN is based on
the use of a location register located in every BS and AP.
To support user roaming between different AWAM-LANs,
a high level central home server is necessary.

As the AWAM-LAN is connection-oriented, an end-to-
end VC must be established prior to the data exchange.
Unlike ATM VPI/VCI concept, a new wireless VC identi-
fier (W-VCI) scheme is used in the AWAM-LAN to iden-
tify an end-to-end VC. There is no need of any change of
W-VCIs in intermediate WSs and BSs. A mapping bet-
ween W-VCI and ATM VPI/VCI is needed in the NL of
source and destination of a VC so that ATM endpoints will
not be aware of the nonstandard W-VCI.

Handoffs are necessary to support mobile communica-
tions in the AWAM-LAN. Based on the decentral MAC
and the global W-VCI, a seamless and fast handoff is
achieved.

A. Location Management

A WS is located according to a location table (LT), see
Table I, in the location register in every BS and AP. The LT
provides the ATM End System Identifier (ESI) of a WS,
station (STA) IDs of this WS, its home BS, RS and visi-
ting BS. As the 6-octet ESI is too long to be sent in each
packet in the air interface, a short STA ID, which identi-
fies a WS or BS uniquely in an AWAM-LAN, is assigned
to each WS or BS. To support ad-hoc networking, a fully
distributed STA ID assignment is used when a WS or BS
registers with the AWAM-LAN. The registration procedu-
re proceeds as follows.

TABLE I

LOCATION TABLE

ATM-ESI STA ID home BS RS visiting BS
ESIa a 1 - -
ESIb b 2 - 3
ESIc c 2 b -

... -

1) When a BS joins the AWAM-LAN, it sends a Topology
Information Request message to a neighbouring BS. After
receiving the necessary topology information, the BS ran-
domly selects a free STA ID and broadcasts this ID as well
as its ATM-ESI, if any, to all BSs within the AWAM-LAN
so that all other BSs can update the topology informati-
on database. If two BSs join the AWAM-LAN at the sa-
me time, a collision of the STA ID selection may happen.
At this case, the BS which detects the collision (through
receiving the broadcasting message) selects another free
STA ID after a random back-off time and broadcasts this
again.
2) When a WS powers up, it tries to register with the
AWAM-LAN through sending a Registration message
with its ATM-ESI to a neighbouring BS. The BS, which
receives the Registration message and becomes the home
BS of this WS, assigns a STA ID to this WS and broad-
casts its ATM-ESI together with assigned STA ID to the
other BSs. Based on the received Information about the
WS, all BSs update the LTs. To speed up the registration
procedure and to avoid STA ID assignment collision, each
BS always reserves one free STA ID for a possible WS
registration before.
3) If a WS can not access a BS directly, it sends a Regi-
stration message with its ATM-ESI through a RS to the
BS. At this case, the STA ID of the RS will also be set in
the LT of the home BS, resulting in a two-hop registration.
4) When a WS moves into the coverage of another BS,
it will associate with the new BS, which becomes the vi-
siting BS of this WS. The visiting BS sends a Location
Update message to the home BS on behalf of the WS in
order that the home BS can set the STA ID of the visiting
BS in the LT. The visiting BS broadcasts the Home Upda-
te message to other BSs and then becomes the home BS



of the WS only when this WS remains in the coverage of
the visiting BS stably so that the network bandwidth used
for the broadcast messages can be greatly reduced.
Based on the LT at the BS, a WS can be located with neit-
her broadcasting in backbone network nor paging on the
air interfaces. After looking up the LT, a BS can obtain the
STA ID of the WS’s home BS. The home BS knows whe-
ther the WS is in its own coverage or it is visiting another
BS.

B. Connection Control

Connection setup procedures based on the W-VCI con-
cept are described in this section. Each VC in the AWAM-
LAN is identified by a W-VCI, which is a combination of
STA ID of the calling WS, local VC ID (L-VCI) and one
bit forward/backward indication. Unlike ATM VPI/VCI
concept, the W-VCI has an end-to-end significance so that
no change is needed in the intermediate stations within the
AWAM-LAN.

In Fig 4, as examples, we demonstrate the connection
setup initiated by WS A to WS B. It is assumed that both
WS A and WS B have registered, with STA ID of a and b,
respectively. The connection setup proceeds as follows.
1) After standard UNI signaling procedures between the
ATM endpoint and WA of WS A, the NL of WS A receives
a Connection Setup Request primitive with the parameters
of ATM-ESI of WS B, L-VCI selected by UNI signaling,
e.g. a1, and the QoS requirements of the connection.
2) The NL of WS A performs the CAC (Call Admissi-
on Control) function, see [7], to check if the necessary
bandwidth is available in the air interface. If the CAC is
successful, the NL of WS A searches the neighbour table
(NT), see Table II, to find whether WS B can be reached
either directly or through a RS. If not so, WS A sends a
SETUP message with the parameters of ATM-ESI of WS
B, W-VCI, which is a.a1.F in this case, and the QoS re-
quirements to its associated BS, which is BS I in Fig. 3.

TABLE II

NEIGHBOUR TABLE OF A WS

one-hop neighbour two-hop neighbour
d, ESId e, ESIe; f, ESIf; ...

... ...

BS I

BS II

BS III

WS A WS B

Fig. 3. Connection setup through BSs

3) A CAC function is executed in the NL of BS I to check
the availability of the needed bandwidth. If the CAC is
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Fig. 4. Procedures of connection setup through BSs

successful, BS I looks up the LT, see Table I, to obtain
STA IDs of both WS B and its home BS, which are b and
2, respectively.
4) BS I sends a SETUP message to BS II, the home BS
of WS B.
5) After searching the LT, BS II finds that WS B is visi-
ting BS III. So BS II delivers SETUP message to BS III.
6) After receiving the SETUP message, BS III finds in its
LT that WS B is within its coverage. If CAC is successful,
BS III sends a SETUP message with the parameters of
ATM-ESI of WS A, W-VCI, and QoS requirements to WS
B.
7) The NL of WS B sends a Connection Indication primi-
tive to the UNI signaling instance of WA after receiving
SETUP message from BS III if CAC is successful in NL.
8) After standard UNI signaling procedures are executed
between WA and the ATM endpoint in WS B, the NL of
WS B receives a Connection Response primitive, indica-
ting that the called ATM endpoint accepts the connection.
9) the NL of WS B sends CONNECT message to BS III
on the backward W-VCI, a.a1.B.
10) BS III finds a router between BS III and BS I based
on a routing algorithm, such as Bellman-Ford algorithm
and sends CONNECT message to BS I. All intermediate
BSs set the routing table for the bidirectional connection



of a.a1.F and a.a1.B.
11) After receiving the CONNECT message, the NL of
WS A sends a Connection Confirm primitive to the UNI
signaling instance of WA.
12) The calling ATM endpoint will be informed that the
connection is established after UNI signaling procedures
between WA and ATM endpoint of WS A.
13) If WS A can find WS B in its NT in step 2), see Fig.
5, it sends a SETUP message with the parameters of STA

BS I

BS II

BS III

WS A

WS B
WS C

Fig. 5. Connection setup through a RS

ID of WS B, W-VCI, i.e. a.a1.F, and the QoS requirements
to WS C, which is a RS in this case.
14) A CAC function is performed in WS C to check if the-
re are enough bandwidth resources to relay this connecti-
on. If the CAC is successful, WS C sends SETUP message
to WS B.
15) After procedures similar to step 7)-9)and 11)-12), a
VC is established through a RS instead of BSs.
At the end of the communication, the connection is re-
leased. It can be initiated by either WS A or WS B. All
Resources reserved for this connection will be released.

The NT used in Step 2) is generated through receiving
the acc s-pkt on the ACH which includes STA ID of sender
and receiver [8]. For example, if WS A receives an acc s-
pkt sent by WS C to WS B, and if WS B is not a neighbour
of WS A, WS A can set it in the NT that WS C and WS
B are one-hop neighbour and two-hop neighbour, respec-
tively. A WS sends a special acc s-pkt with STA IDs of its
neighbours regularly if it has no traffic to send for a long
time so that the NTs of other WSs can be updated. The
ATM-ESI of the neighbours can be obtained by querying
either the associated BS or the neighbours directly.

C. Handoffs

Handoff must be considered to support user mobility.
Many kinds of Handoff schemes have been proposed for
W-ATM systems so far [9][10]. Based on the W-VCI con-
cept, decentral MAC and bursty traffic of ATM applicati-
ons, our handoff scheme has three novel features. (1) Each
VC in a WS can be handoffed individually to a new BS.
(2) A WS can maintain connections with two neighbou-
ring BSs at the same time during handoffs. (3)Handoff of
a real time connection is executed at the end of the acti-
ve session in the air interface. We consider two kinds of
handoffs in the following.

C.1 Path extension

Consider a case, shown in Fig. 6. When WS A moves
into the coverage of BS II, it will receive signals of better
quality from BS II than from BS I. At this time, WS A
decides to handoff its VCs to BS II. The handoffs proceed
as follows, see Fig. 7.

WS A

BS III

WS BWS A

connection before handoff

BS II BS I

connection after handoff

Fig. 6. Path extension handoff
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Fig. 7. Procedures of path extension handoff

1) WS A sends Handoff Request message with the para-
meters of W-VCIs, STA ID of BS I and QoS requirements
to BS II. If there are active sessions of rt-VBR service, WS
A continues to send and receive packets of VBR service
to and from BS I. This is possible at most cases becau-
se WSs are moved usually at a walking speed. According
to the system parameters described in [11], the maximum
duration of an active rt-VBR session is 22.4 ms. Nevert-
heless, WS A stops sending any packets of ABR services,
if any.
2) After receiving Handoff Request message, BS II sear-
ches the routing table (RT) to check if it is in the connec-
tions of these W-VCIs. If not, BS II sends Path Exten-
sion Request message to BS I to establish the necessary
connections between BS II and BS I.
3) BS I sets routing entry in RT for the handoffed W-
VCIs, and sends Path Extension Success message to BS II.
At this time, BS I continues to send and receive packets of
rt-VBR service to and from WS A until the end of active
sessions, if any. Meanwhile, BS I stops sending any ABR
packets and forwards all up and down link ABR packets



to BS II in order that burst-based AQR protocol can be
executed later [7].
4) BS II sends Handoff Success message to WS A indica-
ting the handoff is successful. After that, WS A will access
BS II for new sessions.
After several times of path extension, path rerouting may
be necessary. To achieve fast handoff, path rerouting can
be executed separately with handoffs.

C.2 Path cut

If WS A moves into the coverage of BS II, which is in
the connections of WS A, see Fig. 8, a path cut handoff
scheme is used. The handoffs proceed as follows.

BS I

WS A
WS A

BS II BS III

WS B

connection before handoff

connection after handoff

Fig. 8. Path cut handoff

1) WS A sends Handoff Request message with the para-
meters of W-VCIs, STA ID of BS I and QoS requirements
to BS II. Then WS A behaves the same way as in path
extension handoffs.
2) After searching the RT, BS II finds that it is in the
connections of these W-VCIs. So BS II sends Path Cut
Request message to BS I.
3) BS I sends Path Cut Success message to BS II. Then
BS I behaves the same way as in path extension handoffs.
4) BS II sends Handoff Success message to WS A indi-
cating the handoff is successful.
In some cases, it is also possible that some of the W-VCIs
need path extension handoffs and others need path cut
handoffs. In such a case, path cut handoff and path ex-
tension handoff are executed at the same time.

IV. NETWORK EFFICIENCY

Fig.9 shows the complementary distribution function
(CDF) of rt-VBR and ABR packet end to end delay with
the throughput of 115.8% and the mean delay of rt-VBR
service and ABR service of 7.64 ms and 16.24 ms, respec-
tively. Details about the simulation model and simulation
parameters can be found in [11]. The packet dropping pro-
bability of rt-VBR service and ABR service is 0.0028 and
0.00012 respectively. So the QoS requirements can still be
meet at the throughput of 115.8% because of the spatial
frequency reuse and inherent dynamic channel allocation
in the fully decentral organizing wireless networks. Mean-
while, there are in total 53 end-to-end VCs and 90 hops at
the same time. That means that 90 logic channels (LCHs)
would be needed if no statistical multiplexing among VCs

could be realized. As we have used only 15 LCHs, see
[11], for user data packets in the AWAM-LAN, an effec-
tiveness of 6 is achieved when compared with that of pure
TDMA systems.
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Fig. 9. CDF of VBR and ABR packets with the throughput of 115.8%

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a distributed location management sche-
me for the AWAM-LAN which is suitable for ad-hoc net-
working has been proposed. This scheme requires neither
pages in the air interface nor broadcasts on the backbo-
ne of the LAN. In addition, we proposed a novel W-VCI
scheme for connection control, which requires no change
in the intermediate stations. Based on the decentral MAC,
global W-VCI and bursty traffic of ATM service, a fast
and seamless handoff is achieved through path extension
and path cut. Finally, we have presented some simulation
results to indicate the efficiency of the AWAM-LAN.
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